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RheoPower
Usable results of the linear
relation between MWD, RED
and viscoelastic properties.

RheoPower software
package for polymers

RheoAnalyzer
RheoDeveloper

The work with RheoPower
chemometrics software family
gives you following benefits:
* It is the fastest way to
analyse viscoelastic material.
* It accelerates your material
development and design of
polymerization, extrusion and
injection moulding processes.
* MWD (Molecular Weight
Distribution) analyses and
accurate wide viscoelastic fits
are generated as viscosity,
dynamic properties, relaxation
modulus and transient effects
even impossible to measure.
* Impressive charts, research
and new standpoints can be
generated by the published
principle starting on chain
dimensions, Control Theory
and new introduced RED
(Rheologically Effective
Distribution).
* RED has similarities with the
elugram of chromatogram
technologies as GPC/SEC.
The software family
* RheoAnalyzer, RheoDeveloper
and SQL database architecture
present the backbone for the
software family.

The red measured viscosity function and yellow marked range in use.
The blue fit viscosity function has a wider range. Also on right is shown
the computation results as MWD and data label of polymer.

RheoAnalyzer
VIS-MWD

RheoDeveloper
MWD-VIS

Databases

* The daily quality control at
polymerization plants and design
aid for new tailored polymers are
given first consideration.
* Modern flexible technique
The RheoPower software family. RheoAnalyzer and RheoDeveloper
offers scalability for special
applications of new technologies. programs are integrated by open SQL database architecture.

Graphical demonstration of the system by Control Theory and nanostructure model of polymer melt. Relative diameters of
the statistical tube yields the correct Rheologically Effective Distribution (RED), which is converted to the MWD by melt
calibration.

Benefits
You get more advantages
at low cost not even
possible to gain before.

weight. This procedure has
similarities with the
chromatogram and
elugram technologies.

The main features
Viscoelastic properties are
modelled by the
distributions related to the
material structure.
MWD and Rheologically
Effective Distribution (RED)
are converted from each
other by melt calibration.

Formulas join viscosity,
modulus and other flow
properties with polymer
structure. The best proofs
of the principle are computation results and published
complete theory [1-5].

The principle
The analytical model is
based on Control Theory of
dynamic systems and fast
characteristic model gives
simple equations for a
dynamic system. New melt
calibration gives the
relation between time,
frequency and shear rate
scales and the molecular
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The practice
RheoPower runs on 32-bit

and 64-bit Windows
XP/Vista/7. Whilst the
underlying principle is
simple, the use of the
numerically sensitive and
labile recursive exponent
formulas require accurate
data together with fluent
software to achieve high
computing accuracy. Also
datafiles can be used by
DataPower Server.
Technical background
Modern principles and tools
are used in numerical
computation to maintain
reasonable computation
times. Software is
applicable for the use of
complex viscosity, shear
viscosity, dynamic moduli
and relaxation modulus, or
extension, temperature and
other time depend models.
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RECORDS

Accurate results
The quality of fit is
evaluated by calculating
the percent root mean
square error %RMSE [1].
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RHEOANALYZER

If data is relatively
accurate, it is possible to
find the MWD and other
structure properties.

MODELS

Cross

The data for Cross,
Bersted and Neural Net
models have the same
source.

Random MWD
Shadow of MWD
Partial MWD
Mw 20% error
MwR 20% error
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The typical %RMSE-errors of different known models and computation
levels of RheoAnalyzer.

New winds for
measurements
The RheoAnalyzer shows
relatively absolute error, by
which is possible to
develop measuring
methods and customs.
Software can be very
sensitive to some
measuring methods, such
as start-up procedures.

Applications
* Control tool of
polymerization can also be
used with continuous online devices.
* Easier to generate
tailored polymers.
* Design aid for extrusion
dies and processes.

* Data feeder for injection
mould design tools such as
CAD/CFD software.
* General knowledge of
relations and structure.
Top of iceberg
Shown properties are only
a small portion of the
system for additional
different applications.
Requirements for
RheoAnalyzer
* Data in ASCII or IUPAC
XML form of dynamic
frequency sweep test (in
energy, stress or strain
controlled mode) or capillary
data without Bagley or
Rabinowitsch corrections.
* Optimally at log0.2 steps
or more measured upwards.
* Already calibrated for PE,
PP and PS and by
customers for their own
applications.

MWD of commercial Lupolen 1840H LDPE computed from viscosity data at
0
150 C provided by BASF. This material is the modern version from the classical
IUPAC A LDPE.

Requirements for
RheoDeveloper
* P’, P”, Mf and Hf values
gained by RheoAnalyzer.

Performance of
RheoAnalyzer
* MW distribution in
respective data range and
forecasts the forms in offdata areas.
* Wide range viscosity,
relaxation modulus and
spectrum by analytical and
characteristic models.
* Additional new information
of structure.
* At accurate data and
frequence range
0.01/s<w<100/s gives
typically MWD’s up to
MwR<15.
* Internal numerical error
for viscosity fit typically
%RMSE<0.0002. For wider
and not accurate data is
needed to give priori
knowledge about the MWD.
System Requirements:
* Standard PC with Windows
operating system.
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Table shows partition of all packages and toolboxes available. Needed modules
for toolboxes are: A = RheoAnalyzer and D = RheoDeveloper. Several additional
toolboxes are ready for commercial process.

